Letter 913c
The Family Business - Part 3
Killing River Rats
2022-06-04
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Dear Yeshua,
(This is an edited transcript from a recorded audio >ield report)
Thursday, 2 June 2022, 4:58AM
The kids wanted to see the river, so their grandpa, dad and their soon-to-be grandma-in-law escorted
them across the street and over to the bank above the river.
At this location, the river is at about 60 feet below the upper part of the bank where the road are cafe are
situated. On the bank above, there is a strip of lawn between the road and the river with enough space for
park benches and picnic tables. A trail leads in sort of a diagonal descent down toward the water’s edge
and underneath the bridge of SR-202.
A short time later, they all returned with a report of a crazy man under the bridge. I questioned my
bother more closely.
I asked him “what were they doing?”
He answered with:
“OH. THERE’S A CRAZY MAN DOWN THERE.”
“What?”, I responded.

… he continued.

“YEAH. HE’S DEMON POSSESSED,
SAYING ALL KINDS OF WIERD THINGS…,”

Up to this point I had not mentioned my earlier trip and subsequent prayer for a MMIP station at the
river’s edge, not far from where they discovered the Crazy Man.
A few minutes later, (CB75) and (CS9) go back across the street and return to where the Crazy Man was.
Upon the return of (CS9) and (CB75), I asked what was going on.
They reiterated that there was a demoniac under the bridge, and that they had approached him and
prayed with him.
All this time I am thinking to myself how this dovetailed perfectly with the MMIP Station which had just
been established only two hours earlier.
This was an encouragement to me, as I make MMIP requests almost daily during my travels or while
watching the news, as the Lord Holy Spirit leads and indicates.
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As far as I can remember, this was the >irst time where I witnessed a Kingdom Operation taking place at a
speci>ic location almost immediately after being MMIPed.
On the other occasions when I have requested a MMIP, I have no idea of how it later works out. So this
even was very informative.
Thank You Jesus.
P. S. Something similar happened years earlier in 2014 outside of this very same Cafe. See Letter 271.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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